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Abstract

The multi-modal nature of speech is often ignored in human-computer interaction but

lip deformation, and other body such as head and arm motion all convey additional infor-

mation. We integrate speech cues from many sources and this improves intelligibility, es-

pecially when the acoustic signal is degraded. This paper shows how this additional, often

complementary, visual speech information can be used for speech recognition. Three meth-

ods for parameterising lip image sequences for recognition using hidden Markov models

are compared. Two of these are top-down approaches that fit a model of the inner and

outer lip contours and derive lipreading features from a principal component analysis of

shape, or shape and appearance respectively. The third, bottom-up, method uses a non-

linear scale-space analysis to form features directly from the pixel intensity. All methods

are compared on a multi-talker visual speech recognition task of isolated letters.

✂
Now at, Human-Computer Interaction Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA
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1 Introduction

It has been documented since the 17th century that there is useful information conveyed about

speech in the facial movements of a speaker [19]. Hearing-impaired listeners are able to use

lipreading techniques very successfully and many are capable of understanding fluently spoken

speech. However, even for those with normal hearing, being able to see the face of a speaker

is also known to significantly improve intelligibility, especially under noisy conditions [36, 66,

68, 80]. Some speech sounds which are easily confused in the audio domain (e.g. ‘b’ and ‘v’,

‘m’ and ‘n’) are distinct in the visual domain [81, 84]. In addition, there is evidence that visual

information is used to compensate for those elements in the audio signal that are vulnerable

in acoustic noise, for example the cues for place of articulation [81]. The intimate relation

between the audio and visual sensory domains in human recognition can be demonstrated with

audio-visual illusions such as the McGurk effect [57,62] where the perceiver “hears” something

other than what was said acoustically due to the influence of a conflicting visual stimulus.

These observations provide a motivation for attempting to integrate vision with speech in

a computer speech recognition system. Early evidence that vision can improve speech recog-

nition was presented by Petajan [70] who used the then current technology of dynamic time-

warping with visual features derived from mouth opening and showed that the audio-visual

system was better than either speech or vision alone. Others mapped power spectra from static

images [88], or used optic flow [58] as visual features and achieved similar results. In the

mid-1980’s, the development of hidden Markov models (HMM’s) [51] improved speech recog-

nition accuracy and made possible large-vocabulary recognition. HMM’s were first applied to

visual speech recognition by Goldschen using an extension of Petajan’s mouth blob extraction

hardware [38]. Many approaches have since been applied to visual and audio-visual speech

recognition; recent reviews may be found in [22, 39, 44].

The goal is to combine the acoustic and visual speech cues so that recognition performance

follows the human characteristic that bimodal results are always better than those from either

modality alone [1, 75]. This problem has three parts:
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1. speech recognition from an audio signal;

2. identification and extraction of salient visual features;

3. optimal integration of the audio and visual signals.

The first of these problems, audio speech recognition, is now “solved” to the extent that speech

recognition systems that run on personal computers are widely and cheaply available, although

their robustness to such factors as different speakers, accents, microphones, interfering channel

or environmental noise, needs to be improved. The second problem, that of extracting visual

features from image sequences [9, 15, 17, 33, 39, 44, 48, 55, 58, 65, 71, 78, 86, 88] is the problem

addressed here together with the third problem, integration of audio and visual signals [1, 30,

40, 75, 81]. A preliminary report [61] used the ’Tulips’ database of 96 utterances as opposed

to the 780 used here to provide a better chance of discerning differences between the methods

under development.

A major problem in generating visual features is the enormous quantity of data in video

sequences, a problem common to all computer vision systems. Each video frame contains

thousands of pixels from which a feature vector of between about 10 and 100 elements must

be extracted. Ideally, these features should be robust to such variables as different talkers,

head poses and lighting conditions. One can categorise along a continuum ways of reducing

lip image data to a feature vector. At one end of this continuum is a “bottom-up” approach,

where features are estimated directly from the image (for example, statistical analysis of pixel

intensities, e.g. “eigenlips”). At the other is a “top-down” approach, where a priori information

and assumptions are encapsulated into a model, and the features consist of the model param-

eter values fitted to the image. We would expect the bottom-up approach to avoid systematic

model errors and the top-down approach to be more resistant to noise. However, between these

extremes lie many possibilities (see [39, 45] for example).

In this paper, we use the same task to evaluate both top-down and bottom-up strategies.

The first is an Active Shape Model (ASM) lip contour tracker which uses a (top-down) model

of lip shape to constrain the tracker. It has previously been claimed [14, 16] and refuted [49]
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that shape alone is an insufficient feature for lipreading. We therefore extend the ASM to an

Active Appearance Model (AAM), which combines the same (top-down) shape analysis used

for ASM tracking with a bottom-up statistical model of greylevel appearance. The experiment

reported here is run on identical data under the same conditions. It shows that the addition of

appearance modelling to shape models significantly improves lipreading performance.

We also present a novel bottom-up approach that uses a non-linear scale-space analysis to

transform images into a domain where scale, amplitude and position information are separated.

This multiscale spatial analysis (MSA) technique is a fast and robust method of deriving vi-

sual features that are not dependent on the absolute amplitude or position of image intensities.

This method performs as well as the AAM method, and interestingly the results suggest that

combining the two techniques would lead to an overall performance gain.

2 Databases

A number of “standard” speech databases (e.g. TIMIT, DARPA Resource Management, Wall

Street Journal, Switchboard, etc.) have provided important benchmarking information which

has been invaluable in the development of audio speech recognition. In the AV community,

no such databases exist. Some commercially-funded audio-visual databases have recently been

recorded [23, 73] but remain largely untested. The problems of storing and distributing an

audio-visual database are significant.

For this work we recorded our own aligned audio-visual database of isolated letters called

AVletters. The AVletters database consists of three repetitions by each of ten talkers, five male

(two with moustaches) and five female, of the isolated letters A–Z, a total of 780 utterances1.

Talkers were prompted using an autocue that presented each of three repetitions of the

alphabet in non-sequential, non-repeating order. Each talker was requested to begin and end

each letter utterance with their mouth in the closed position. No head restraint was used but

talkers were provided with a close-up view of their mouth and asked not to move out of frame.

1This database is available contact J.A.B. at UEA.
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Each utterance was digitised at quarter frame of 625 line video (376 ✄ 288 at 25fps) using

a Macintosh Quadra 660AV in 8-bit ‘greyscale’ mode recording only the luma information.

Audio was simultaneously recorded at 22.05kHz, 16-bit resolution.

The full face images were further cropped to a region of 80 ✄ 60 pixels after manually lo-

cating the centre of the mouth in the middle frame of each utterance. The task of automatically

finding the region of interest containing the mouth has been discussed elsewhere [63,69]. Each

utterance was temporally segmented by hand using the visual data so that each utterance began

and ended with the talkers mouth in the closed position. The audio signal was further manually

segmented into periods of silence-utterance-silence. Figure 1 shows example frames from each

of the ten talkers.

Figure 1: Example frame from each of the ten talkers in the AVletters database.

All of the parameterisation methods presented here concern feature extraction from these

roughly hand-located mouth images from the AVletters database. These sequences often show

significant motion as they were not accurately tracked and the talkers were not restrained. It is

not unreasonable to demand equivalent performance from an automatic system used as a front

end.

3 Top-down Analysis

The top-down, or model-based, approach to lip feature extraction requires some prior assump-

tions of what are important visual speech features. The shape of the lip contours is often used

because the lips are the most prominent features [9,48,55]. The first method reported here uses
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Active Shape Models (ASM’s) to track the inner and outer lip contour and provides a set of

control results. ASM’s were first formulated in [27, 28] and applied to lipreading by [54, 55].

The second top-down method we use exploits a recent extension of ASM’s [26] that com-

bines statistical shape and greylevel appearance in a single, unified Active Appearance Model

(AAM).

3.1 Active Shape Models

An active shape model (ASM) is a shape-constrained iterative fitting algorithm [28]. The shape

constraint comes from the use of a statistical shape model, also known as a point distribution

model (PDM), that is obtained from the statistics of hand labelled training data. In this appli-

cation the PDM describes a reduced space of valid lip shapes, in the sense of the training data,

and points in this space are compact representations of lip shape that can be directly used as

features for lipreading.

A point distribution model is calculated from a set of training images in which landmark

points have been located. Here, landmark points were located by eye, but this may be auto-

mated [46]. Each example shape model is represented by the ☎ x ✆ y ✝ co-ordinates of its landmark

points, which have the same meaning in all training examples. The inner and outer lip contour

model used is shown in Figure 2 and has 44 points (24 points on the outer and 20 on the inner

contour).

Figure 2: Inner and outer contour lip model. Red dots are primary landmark points,

secondaries are green. Lines indicate normals through each point.

In Figure 2 the red, primary, landmarks are those that the operator can position reliably
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and the green, secondary, landmarks are equispaced between the primary points. To reduce

positioning errors the secondary points are spatially smoothed along a spline.

If the ith shape model is, xi ✞ ☎ xi1 ✆ yi1 ✆ xi2 ✆ yi2 ✆✠✟✡✟✠✟☛✆ xi44 ✆ yi44 ✝ T then two similar shapes x1 and

x2 can be aligned by minimising,

E ✞ ☎ x1 ☞ M ☎ s ✆ θ ✝✍✌ x2 ✎✏☞ t ✝ T W ☎ x1 ☞ M ☎ s ✆ θ ✝✑✌ x2 ✎✏☞ t ✝ (1)

where the pose transform for scale, s, rotation, θ, and translation in x and y ☎ tx ✆ ty ✝ is,

M ☎ s ✆ θ ✝
✒✓
✔ x jk

y jk

✕✗✖
✘ ✞

✙✚
✛ ☎ scosθ ✝ x jk ☞ ☎ ssinθ ✝ y jk☎ ssinθ ✝ x jk ✜ ☎ scosθ ✝ y jk

✢✑✣
✤ (2)

t ✞ ☎ tx1 ✆ ty1 ✆✠✟✠✟✡✟✥✆ txN ✆ tyN ✝ (3)

and W is a diagonal weight matrix for each point with weights that are inversely proportional

to the variance of each point.

To align the set of training models the conventional iterative algorithm is used [28]. Given

the set of aligned shape models the mean shape, xs, can be calculated and the axes that describe

most variance about the mean shape determined using a principal component analysis (PCA).

Any valid shape can then be approximated by adding a reduced subset, t, of these modes to the

mean shape,

xs ✞ xs ✜ Psbs (4)

where Ps is the matrix of the first t eigenvectors, Ps ✞ ☎ p1 ✆ p2 ✆✠✟✡✟✠✟✥✆ pt ✝ and bs is a vector of t

weights, bs ✞ ☎ b1 ✆ b2 ✆✠✟✠✟✡✟✥✆ bt ✝ T . As the eigenvectors are orthogonal the shape parameters bs can

be also calculated from an example set of points, xs,

bs ✞ PT
s ☎ xs ☞ xs ✝✦✟ (5)
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This allows valid lip shapes to be represented in a compact, statistically derived shape space.

The number of modes of variation is many fewer than the number of landmark points used

because the landmark points are chosen to clearly define lip shape and are highly correlated.

The order of the PDM is chosen so that the first t eigenvalues of the covariance matrix describe

95% of the total variance.

The top six (out of seven) modes of the PDM calculated from 1,144 hand labelled training

images of the AVletters database are shown in Figure 3. All frames of the first utterances of A,

E, F, M and O for all ten talkers were used as training data. Each mode is plotted at plus and

minus two standard deviations from the mean on the same axes.

mode 1 mode 2 mode 3

mode 4 mode 5 mode 6

Figure 3: Point distribution model. Each mode is plotted at ✧ 2σ about the mean.

Seven modes of variation described 95% of the variance of the training set of letters

A, E, F, M and O for all ten talkers.

To iteratively fit a PDM to an example image, a quality-of-fit or cost function is needed.

Here, a statistical model of the concatenated greylevel profiles from the normals of each point

of a shape model is used [43, 54, 55]. This allows PCA to represent all the greylevel normals

of the shape model with a single statistical model, and so account for correlation between the

greylevel profiles at different points. Figure 2 plots normals of length eleven pixels about each

model point. The concatenated greylevel profiles in this example form a 44 ✄ 11 ✞ 484 length

vector. In the same way that PCA was used to calculate the PDM, a greylevel distribution
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model (GLDM) can be calculated,

xp ✞ xp ✜ Ppbp (6)

The order of the GLDM is also chosen such that t modes describe 95% of the variance. For the

AVletters database, the GLDM has 71 modes.

The first three modes of the GLDM are shown in Figure 4 at ✧ 2 standard deviations about

the mean. The GLDM models only single pixel width normals at each landmark point. To aid

visualisation, the profiles have been widened and the image smoothed to give the appearance

of a full mouth image,

mode 1

mode 2

mode 3

☞ 2σ mean ✜ 2σ

Figure 4: First three modes of the GLDM. Each mode is plotted at ✧ 2σ about the

mean.

As with the PDM (5) the vector of model weights for a given concatenated greylevel profile

vector may be calculated,

bp ✞ PT
p ☎ xp ☞ xp ✝ (7)

The original ASM algorithm [27,28] models greylevel profiles for each individual landmark

point and iteratively fits a particular image by calculating the model update on a point-wise

basis. Here a simpler fitting algorithm is used. The combined pose and shape parameters

☎ tx ✆ ty ✆ s ✆ θ ✆ b1 ✆ b2 ✆✠✟✠✟✠✟✏✆ bt ✝ form the variables for a downhill simplex function minimisation [54,
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55]. The simplex algorithm [67] does not require calculation of the gradient of the error surface

but may require many iterations to converge to a local minimum.

The cost function used in this algorithm calculates sum of squares error of the GLDM and

is a measure of how well the greylevel profiles about the current model points match those

seen in the training set of hand-located points. The cost function is evaluated for each point in

the simplex at each iteration and ideally has a minimum only at the correct model shape and

position.

The weight parameters bp can be calculated for a particular concatenated profile vector xp

using (7) to find the best approximation to the current concatenated greylevel profile given the

GLDM (6). There is some error introduced due to the approximation, x̂p, using only tp modes

of the GLDM,

e ✞ xp ☞ x̂p ✞ ☎ xp ☞ xp ✝ ☞ Ppbp (8)

and the sum of squares error between the model and the profile is,

E2 ✞ ☎ xp ☞ xp ✝ T ☎ xp ☞ xp ✝ ☞ bT
p bp (9)

The fit process was initialised using the mean shape in the centre of the image with zero

rotation and unity scale. The simplex was initialised as a perturbation from this position by

a translation of five pixels in both x and y directions, rotationally by 0 ✟ 1 radians, with a 10%

scale increase and by 0 ✟ 5 of a standard deviation for each of the seven modes of variation of

the PDM. Convergence is obtained when the ratio of the cost function at the maximum and

minimum points in the simplex is less than 0.01. Only the shape parameters of the simplex

minimised pose and shape vector are used as lipreading features. Figure 5 plots the directions

in each of the seven modes of variation of the PDM for the tracking results on the letter sequence

D-G-M.
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Example sequence ‘D−G−M’

ASM shape parameters
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D G M

Figure 5: ASM tracked sequence. The shape parameters, the directions in each of

the seven modes of the PDM, are plotted as intensity for the sequence of isolated

letters, ‘D-G-M’. Top row shows example images, bottom row is the aligned audio

waveform.

3.1.1 Per Talker Modelling

The large variation between the appearance of the talkers in the database, Figure 1, means

the GLDM’s trained over the entire database have a great many modes. The cost function (9)

evaluated in such a high dimensional space is unlikely to have a clear minimum and the simplex

local search will be unable to find the correct pose and shape of the talkers lips.

A solution is to build separate GLDM’s for each talker. These are required to model the

variance of the speech of only a single talker and are much more compact. A set of GLDM’s

can be built, one for each talker, k,

xk
p ✞ xk

p ✜ Pk
pbk

p (10)

When fitting to an image the correct GLDM is chosen for the talker, which requires a priori

knowledge of the identity of the talker. In practice it might be possible to automatically select

a GLDM by evaluating several and finding which has the lowest cost function. For all exper-

iments using these local GLDM’s the identity of the talker was known. The whole database

GLDM is referred to as the global GLDM.
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The simplex minimisation over all pose and shape space can be simplified by reducing t,

the number of modes of variation of the PDM, and hence the dimensionality of the space, but

this would result in poorer fit as the shape model would represent less of the variance seen in

the training set. The number of modes can be reduced without sacrificing variability if a PDM

is also built for each talker. By removing the inter-talker variation the per-talker models have

fewer or the same number of modes as the global PDM. This gives a set of PDM’s, one for each

talker, k, in the database,

xk
s ✞ xk

s ✜ Pk
sbk

s (11)

Figure 6 shows the PDM modes at ✧ 2 standard deviations about the mean for each talker of

the AVletters database plotted on the same axes. There are clearly large scale and mean shape

differences between talkers. Only talkers two and seven have more than three modes. These are

the two talkers with moustaches and this may be due in part to the difficulty that poses when

labelling the landmark points in the training data.

The shape parameters obtained by running an ASM with a local PDM cannot be related

to the parameters obtained by fitting using the relevant PDM for a different talker. For multi-

talker speech recognition (trained and tested using examples from all talkers), to avoid training

a separate hidden Markov model for each talker (which would be difficult for either of the small

databases), the fit parameters must be mapped into a talker independent shape space. This is

possible by transforming the fit parameters through the 88 point image co-ordinate space and

into talker independent shape space using the talker independent, global PDM. First the transla-

tion, rotation and scaling pose differences between the mean shapes of the talker dependent and

talker independent models must be removed. This aligns the mean 88 landmark points of both

models as closely as possible, the remaining difference is described by the shape parameters in

talker independent shape space, using (5), giving the multi-talker shape parameters required.

The use of a coarse to fine multi-resolution image pyramid to improve the performance of

ASM’s was demonstrated in [29] for point-wise iterative fitting. The image is Gaussian filtered
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Figure 6: Per talker PDM’s showing modes that account for 95% of the variance.

Talkers two and seven have moustaches—the extra modes for these talkers may be

due to mislabelling the landmark points, which are much harder to place when the

lip contours are obscured.

and subsampled by two at each stage of the pyramid to form smaller versions of the original

image. For each stage of the pyramid a new GLDM must be built to learn the greylevel profiles

about the model points. The mouth images of the AVletters databases are small, so usually only

two resolutions are used—the original and the half sized image.

3.2 Active Appearance Models

An active appearance model (AAM) is a statistical model of both shape and greylevel appear-

ance [26]. In the lipreading context it combines the greylevel analysis approaches of [13, 15,
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17, 33, 52, 65, 78, 88] with the shape analysis of [9, 24, 48, 74, 77, 83, 89].

There are some examples of using both greylevels and shape. Luettin [54–56] used the

GLDM fit parameters as well as the PDM shape parameters from an ASM fit, and Bregler [13–

16] used non-linearly shape-constrained snakes to find the lips for an eigen-analysis. How-

ever, neither combine greylevel and shape in a single statistically learned model. An active

appearance model is an extension of both of these techniques, it unifies eigen-analysis of the

greylevels and ASM lip tracking.

The active appearance model is trained from the same set of landmark point labelled images

of the AVletters databases that were used for the PDM in section 3.1. The shape part of an AAM

is the PDM (4). The greylevel appearance model is built by warping each training image so

the landmark points lie on the mean shape, x, normalising each image for shape. The greylevel

values, graw are sampled within the landmark points of this shape normalised image. These

are normalised over the training set for lighting variation using an iterative approach to find the

best scaling, α, and offset, β,

g ✞ ☎ graw ☞ β1 ✝✠★ α (12)

where α and β are chosen to best match the normalised mean greylevel appearance, g. The

mean appearance is scaled and offset for zero mean and unity variance so the values of α and

β are calculated using,

α ✞ graw ✟ g (13)

β ✞ ☎ graw ✟ 1 ✝✡★ n (14)

where n is the number of elements in the greylevel appearance vector g. As when aligning the

shape models of the PDM a stable normalised appearance model is obtained by aligning to the

first model, re-estimating the mean, transforming and re-iterating.

The greylevel appearance model is calculated using PCA on the normalised greylevel data
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to identify the major modes of variation about the mean,

g ✞ g ✜ Pgbg (15)

where Pg is the set of t orthogonal modes of variation of the greylevel appearance and bg a

vector of t weights.

This extends the greylevel profile modelling used for ASM tracking to model the entire

greylevel appearance within the landmark points rather than just profiles taken at the normal

of each point. It is a principal component analysis of the shape and greylevel normalised pixel

intensities within the shape defined by the landmark points of the hand labelled training images.

The appearance model is built by applying a further PCA to identify the correlation between

the shape parameters bs and greylevel appearance parameters bg. A concatenated shape and

greylevel appearance vector is formed for each example,

b ✞
✙✚
✛ Wsbs

bg

✢ ✣
✤ ✞

✙✚
✛ WsPT

s ☎ xs ☞ xs ✝
PT

g ☎ g ☞ g ✝
✢ ✣
✤ (16)

where W is a diagonal weight matrix for each shape parameter chosen to normalise the differ-

ence in units between the shape and greylevel appearance parameters and remove PCA scaling

problems [26].

This gives a combined shape and greylevel appearance model,

b ✞ Qc (17)

where Q is the matrix of t eigenvectors and c the vector of t appearance parameters. Since the

shape and greylevel appearance parameters have zero mean weights, c is also zero mean.
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As the model is linear, shape and appearance can be expressed independently in terms of c,

xs ✞ xs ✜ PsWsQsc (18)

g ✞ g ✜ PgQgc (19)

where,

Q ✞
✙✚
✛ Qs

Qg

✢✑✣
✤ (20)

Figure 7 shows the first three modes at ✧ 2 standard deviations about the mean of the com-

bined appearance model trained on the AVletters database. The full model has 37 modes of

variation.

mode 1

mode 2

mode 3

Figure 7: Combined shape and greylevel appearance model. First three modes of

variation of at ✧ 2 standard deviations about the mean.

To fit an appearance model to an image, the Active Appearance Model algorithm [26] is

used to find the best pose and appearance parameters. The fitting process minimises the dif-

ference between the example image and that synthesised by the current model parameters. If

the normalised greylevel appearance parameters of the image are gi and the model synthesised

values, from Equation (19), gm, the difference is,

δg ✞ gi ☞ gm (21)
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The AAM algorithm simplifies this high dimensional optimisation problem by learning

in advance how to update the model parameters given the current difference image. Over a

limited range of displacements, a linear model can accurately predict the correct model update

from the difference image. The update model, R, is calculated from the statistics obtained by

systematically displacing the model pose and appearance parameters in the training images. To

iteratively fit an AAM to an image the model parameters are updated at each iteration using the

update model,

c ✩✪ c ☞ Rδg (22)

until no significant change occurs. A similar procedure is used for the pose parameters. The

accurate prediction range of the linear update model is increased by using a multi-resolution

fitting approach.

Example iterations from a fit are shown in Figure 8. The model is initialised in the centre

of images with the mean appearance parameters at the coarse resolution. After 15 iterations the

model has converged at the fine scale; this took less than one second on a 166MHz Pentium.

The converged appearance parameters form 37 dimensional lipreading feature vectors.

example image initial model

after 4 iterations after 15 iterations

Figure 8: Example of AAM search. The model is initialised in the centre of the

image at coarse scale. Convergence using the AAM algorithm took 15 iterations.
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4 Bottom-up Multiscale Analysis

This section describes a bottom-up, pixel-based method that uses a multiscale spatial analy-

sis (MSA) technique based on sieves [3–5, 7, 8]. Bottom-up statistical methods operating on

pixels have the potential to reduce errors made in model-based approaches that are due to in-

accurate prior assumptions about the salient image features for lipreading. Several previous

low-level methods used principal component analysis to extract ‘eigenlip’ features from the

image greylevels [14,17,18,33,52]. Here we also use principal component analysis, but not on

gray-level intensity. Rather, in an attempt to make the system more robust, features are derived

after mapping them into a non-linear scale-space. The re-mapping, using a sieve transform, has

the effect of decoupling spatial information from pixel intensities.

A sieve [3–5,7,8] is a serial filter structure, based in mathematical morphology, that progres-

sively removes features from the input signal by increasing scale, Figure 9 shows this structure.

At each stage the filtering element φ removes extrema of only that scale. The first stage, φ1,

removes extrema of scale 1, φ2 removes extrema of scale 2 and so on until the maximum scale

m. The extrema removed are called granules and a decomposition into a granularity domain is

invertible and preserves scale-space causality [41].

In
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GranularityInput signal Difference
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Σ
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Σ

Σ
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φ

Figure 9: Sieve structure.

A sieve can be defined in any number of dimensions by considering an image to be a set of

connected pixels with their connectivity represented as a graph, G ✞ ☎ V ✆ E ✝ , where the set of
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vertices, V , are the pixel labels and the set of edges, E, represent the adjacencies. If the set of

connected subsets of G containing r elements is Cr ☎ G ✝ then the set of connected subsets of r

elements containing the vertex x can be defined as,

Cr ☎ G ✆ x ✝ ✞✬✫ ξ ✭ Cr ☎ G ✝✯✮ x ✭ ξ ✰ (23)

In any number of dimensions, for each integer r ✱ 1, an operator ✲ r : ZV ✩✪ ZV can be

defined over the graph where ✲ r is one of,

ψr f ☎ x ✝ ✞ max
ξ ✳ Cr ✴ G ✵ x ✶ min

u ✳ ξ
f ☎ u ✝ (24)

γr f ☎ x ✝ ✞ min
ξ ✳ Cr ✴ G ✵ x ✶ max

u ✳ ξ
f ☎ u ✝ (25)✷

r f ☎ x ✝ ✞ γr ☎ ψr f ☎ x ✝✡✝ (26)✸
r f ☎ x ✝ ✞ ψr ☎ γr f ☎ x ✝✡✝ (27)

For example, ψ2 is an opening of scale one (ψ1 operates on individual pixels so has no effect

on the signal) and removes all maxima of length one in 1D, area one in 2D and so on for higher

dimensional signals. Likewise for closing, γ, and alternating sequential
✷

- and
✸

-filters.

Applying ψ3 to ψ2 ☎ f ☎ x ✝✠✝ would further remove all maxima of scale two; length two for 1D,

area two for 2D. This is the serial structure of a sieve, each stage removes the extrema (maxima

and/or minima) of a particular scale. The output at a scale r, fr, is the current scale filtered

version of the previous signal,

fr ✹ 1 ✞ ✲ r ✹ 1 fr (28)

where the initial signal (unaffected by an r ✞ 1 morphological filter) is, f1 ✞ ✲ 1 f ✞ f The

differences between successive stages are the granule functions,

dr ✞ fr ☞ fr ✹ 1 (29)
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the non-zero regions of which are the granules of only that scale. The sieves defined using

these functions are summarised in Table 1.

Filter Symbol Sieve Extrema Processing

opening ψ o-sieve maxima

closing γ c-sieve minima✷
-filter

✷
M-sieve bipolar ✧✸

-filter
✸

N-sieve bipolar ✺
Table 1: Overview of sieve filter types.

In the 1D case (23) becomes the set of intervals containing r elements,

Cr ☎ x ✝ ✞✻✫ ✌ x ✆ x ✜ r ☞ 1 ✎ ✮ x ✭ Z ✰ r ✱ 1 (30)

which is identical to morphological filtering using a flat structuring element.

So far we have described standard morphological filter based sieves. For example an
✷

-

filter is a two pass operation which removes positive then negative extrema and, by applying

the filters in the opposite order, an
✸

-filter removes negative extrema before positive. A further

bipolar extrema processing variant is the recursive median filter,

ρs f ☎ x ✝ ✞
✼✽✽✽✽✾ ✽✽✽✽✿

med ☎ ρs f ☎ x ☞ s ✜ 1 ✝✦✆✠✟✠✟✠✟☛✆ ρs f ☎ x ☞ 1 ✝❀✆
f ☎ x ✝✦✆✡✟✠✟✠✟✥✆ f ☎ x ✜ s ☞ 1 ✝✠✝ x ✱ 0

0 x ❁ 0

(31)

r ✞ ☎ s ☞ 1 ✝✡★ 2 (32)

The recursive median filter differs from
✷

- and
✸

-filters as it processes extrema in the order

they occur in the signal. In practice a recursive median sieve, or m-sieve, is a single pass

method that gives similar results to M- or N-sieves but inherits the greater noise robustness of

the recursive median filter [41]. It is also fast enough, O ✞ f ☎ n ✝ [6], to analyse the images used

in this paper in real-time on an SGI O2 workstation.

The mathematical properties of sieves have been well discussed [8]. There are two prop-

erties that are important here. Firstly, the granule domain (29) is a mapping of the original
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signal and so all information present in the original is also present in the transformed granular-

ity domain. In other words the transform is invertible [3]. The second is that no new features

(extrema) are created as scale is increased. In other words a sieve preserves scale-space causal-

ity [7,8] and large scale features are a faithful reflection of characteristics of the original image.

The importance of this has been discussed at length [53] since the concept of scale-space was

introduced [50, 85]. A comparison of sieves and several other scale space processors can be

found in [12].

4.1 Feature Extraction

Mapping the image into a scale-space allows position, intensity and scale to be dissociated.

Earlier reports [42] explored features extracted with a 2D area-sieve, essentially a method of

monitoring the area of the mouth aperture, but it appears that a more robust approach is to

use a 1D length-sieve on the 2D image. A 1D analysis of a 2D image can be obtained by

raster scanning, i.e. for a vertical scan start at the top left and scan down the first column then

repeat starting at the top of the second column and so on. The resulting granularity describes

the image in terms of granules that characterise amplitude, scale and position relative to the

raster scan. All of the sieve properties are maintained, the image is simply treated as a series

of one dimensional signals. An example image is shown in Figure 10(a) and a vertical scan

line highlighted in yellow in Figure 10(b) with the preceding scan lines amplitude compressed

to demonstrate the piece-wise 1D nature of this decomposition. The resulting granularity is

shown in Figure 10(c) plotting scale on the vertical axis and vertical raster position relative

to the top left of the image along the horizontal. Granules for this bipolar recursive median

m-sieve decomposition are plotted in red for positive amplitude and blue for negative. The

maximum scale is determined by the longest raster line. For this example, the maximum scale

is the height of the image, 60 pixels.

The 1D decomposition separates the image features out according to length, in this case

vertical length. Other 1D decompositions are possible by changing the direction of the raster

scanning, for example horizontal or at an arbitrary angle. For lipreading, where most mouth
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movement is up and down, it is preferable to scan the image vertically.

The next stage is to discard unnecessary information. This could be done in a number of

ways. We use a scale-histogram that estimates the distribution of vertical granules obtained

from the image. A scale histogram is shown in Figure 10(d), plotting scale on the vertical

axis and number of granules at each scale along the horizontal, sh. This can be visualised as

summing along the horizontal, position, axis of Figure 10(c). A scale histogram formed in this

way is a low dimensional representation of the overall shape of the mouth and is most sensitive

to vertical changes in the image.

(a) image (b) raster analysis
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Figure 10: Multiscale spatial analysis. The image (a) is vertically raster scanned.

An example cut away (b) highlights a single slice in yellow and some previous scan-

lines in green. The entire image is decomposed by scale (vertical length) into gran-

ularity (c) using an m-sieve. Positive granules are plotted in red, negative in blue. A

scale histogram formed by summing or counting over position at each scale (d).

If amplitude information is ignored by simply counting the number of granules at each scale

then the scale histogram is relatively insensitive to lighting conditions. An overall brightening

or dimming of the image will not significantly change the granularity decomposition because it

is the relative amplitudes of the pixels that define the signal extrema. Until gray-level quantisa-

tion or clipping effects are seen, a scale histogram is very stable to varying lighting conditions.
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However, it appears that significant information is described by the amplitude of granules, for

example when the granularity is inverted (transformed back to the image domain) the low am-

plitude granules have very little observable effect in the image. An alternative is summing the

amplitudes at each scale (a). As amplitudes are generally bipolar, further alternatives are to

sum the absolute ( ✮ a ✮ ) or squared amplitudes (a2).

These measures are relatively insensitive to image translations, more so in the less sensitive

horizontal direction. The most significant problem in practice is due to image scaling. Motion

in the z-plane, toward or away from the camera, shifts granularity decompositions through

scale. In practice this could be solved by tracking head size as separate process, for example

and using it for normalising scale.

Any type of sieve can be used for a 1D rasterised image decomposition. A closing, c-sieve,

is biased to process only negative extrema which are often associated with the dark mouth

cavity. A recursive median, m-sieve, is more robust because it processes bipolar extrema,

and hence may be less sensitive to variations between talkers’ appearance. Figure 11 shows

example granularity decompositions and scale count (sh) histograms for m-, o- and c-sieves.

Extracting lipreading features in this way is abbreviated to Multiscale Spatial Analysis

(MSA) to highlight the bottom-up scale based analysis used to derive lipreading features. The

scale-histogram obtained by counting the number of granules at each scale from an m-sieve is

shown in Figure 12 for the D-G-M image sequence.

4.2 Low-level Statistical Model

The 1D scale-histograms discussed in the previous section extract 60 dimensional feature vec-

tors from the 80 ✄ 60 mouth images of the AVletters database. For recognition a smaller feature

space is desired that allows less complex statistical models which are easier to train. Principal

component analysis (PCA) can again be used to identify orthogonal directions by their relative

variance contribution to the multidimensional data. The values of the original data transformed

along the top N directions can be used as decorrelated features in a reduced N-dimensional

transformed feature space.
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Figure 11: Scale histogram sieve types. The full granularity of the image is plotted

for recursive median, m, opening, o, and closing, c, sieves. Granules are red for

positive and blue for negative amplitude. The number of granules at each scale are

plotted on the scale-histograms.

A problem using PCA on scale-histograms is that although the coefficients are all mea-

sures of scale they do not have similar variance. There are typically many more small scale

objects in images than large ones and these often represent simply pixel-level noise. These will

be identified as the major axes of variance and any correlation between small and large scale

coefficients is lost. The usual solution is to assume all variables are equally significant and nor-

malise for variance by calculating PCA using the correlation matrix rather than the covariance

matrix. However, if the variables are not equally important then this is not recommended [21].

As the relative importance of each scale for lipreading is unknown both methods were used

to derive PCA features from scale-histograms. An example transformation calculated using

the covariance matrix and taking the top twenty rotated directions is shown in Figure 13 for a

concatenated letter sequence.
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Example sequence ‘D−G−M’

m−sieve scale histogram, (linear scaled)
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Figure 12: Scale count histogram sequence. Top row shows example images from

the sequence of isolated letters, ‘D-G-M’. Middle row plots the scale count his-

togram (sh), the number of granules found at each of the 60 scales of the m-sieve

vertical decomposition of the 80 ✄ 60 images. Bottom row is the time aligned audio

waveform.
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(a) scale-histogram sequence (b) PCA transformed sequence

Figure 13: Example PCA transformed scale-histogram sequence. The 60 dimen-

sional scale count histogram (sh) from an m-sieve decomposition for concatenated

isolated letters ‘A-V-S-P’, (a), is transformed using the top 20 directions of PCA

analysis using the covariance matrix calculated over the entire database, (b).

5 Results

All recognition results were obtained using left to right, continuous density hidden Markov

models (HMM’s) with one or more diagonal covariance matrix Gaussian modes associated

with each state. These were all implemented using the hidden Markov model toolkit HTK

version 2.1 [87]. In all cases the recognition task is word-level and multi-talker. Models are

trained for all letters in the database using examples from all of the talkers. The training set was

the first two utterances of each of the letters from all talkers (520 utterances) and the test set

was the third utterance from all talkers (260 utterances). The HMM parameters for the number
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of states and number of Gaussian modes per state were systematically varied to find the model

topology that gave the best recognition accuracy.

The effect of interpolating the data in time by a factor two was also investigated. This was

first used to resample the visual features to the same rate as the audio (from 40ms to 20ms)

for an audio-visual integration experiment. However, this was found to have a beneficial effect

even for the visual-only recognition task. This is partly due to the small size of the database.

Interpolation creates more data, which is smoother, so the models can be better trained.

5.1 Visual-only Recognition

For the ASM tracker all results were obtained using a two stage multiresolution fit initialised

to the mean shape in the centre of the coarse resolution 40 ✄ 30 image for each frame. Three

model fitting conditions were tested, talker dependent shape models and GLDM’s (DpDg in

Table 2), talker independent shape model with talker dependent GLDM’s (IpDg in Table 2)

and talker independent shape model and GLDM (IpIg). The best results are obtained using the

talker independent shape model with per talker GLDM’s. The performance of the talker de-

pendent ASM’s mapped to the talker independent space was poor. We attribute this to the large

variation between talkers. Mapping low dimensional talker dependent axes is only sensible if

the rotations map the same sort of modes of variation onto the same global axes and this cannot

be guaranteed with talkers whose lip shapes vary greatly.

States 5 7 9

Modes 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5

ASM IpIg 7.7 13.9 8.9 12.3 13.1 10.0 12.3 11.2 -

ASM IpDg 10.4 19.2 21.2 15.8 25.8 24.6 18.5 22.7 26.9
ASM DpDg 10.8 15.0 20.4 12.7 15.8 21.2 12.3 16.9 23.5

AAM 5 16.2 25.4 - 18.9 32.7 31.2 19.2 28.9 -

AAM 10 16.5 28.1 35.4 23.1 33.1 37.3 23.1 36.2 38.1

AAM 20 23.8 33.8 41.5 27.3 35.0 40.8 30.0 36.9 39.6

AAM 37 23.1 32.3 41.9 30.0 38.5 39.2 31.9 36.9 38.9

Table 2: Recognition accuracy, % correct, for varying number of HMM states and

Gaussian modes per state on ASM and AAM tracker data. Ip independent speaker

point distribution models, Dp dependent. Ig independent speaker grey level distribu-

tion models, Dg dependent.
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The AAM tracker was also initialised in the centre of each course resolution image but

was trained over all speakers and so is similar to the talker independent ASM. Recognition

accuracy was tested using all 37 appearance parameters or just the top 20, 10 or 5. The results

in Table 2 show that using only the top 20 gives almost identical performance to all 37. By

modelling appearance as well as shape the AAM tracker performs substantially better than the

ASM tracker with best accuracies of 41.9% and 26.9% respectively.

For MSA there are a number of parameters that can be investigated; these are summarised

in Table 3. The full set of 1152 results represented by these parameters can be found in [60].

Several trends can be seen in the exhaustive test results that allow us to present only a subset of

these results.

Attribute Settings

Sieve type median, m opening, o closing, c

Histogram type sum, sh amplitude, a magnitude, ✮ a ✮ squared, a2

DC baseline preserve ignore

Interpolate no, 25Hz yes, 50Hz

PCA components 10 20

PCA type covariance correlation

HMM states 5 7 9

Gaussian modes 1 3

Table 3: Scale-histogram experimental parameters. All 1152 possibilities were

tried.

We have found it generally better to ignore the DC component (the maximum scale gran-

ule that is effectively the offset of the signal but may alter the resulting decomposition) and

calculate the PCA using the covariance matrix. We also find that using the top 20 PCA compo-

nents is better than using only the top 10. The best results are obtained using closing c-sieves

on interpolated data from amplitude sum a scale-histograms. Note that there is no difference

between amplitude sum a and magnitude sum ✮ a ✮ for either o- or c-sieves because they extract,

respectively, only positive or negative extrema. The MSA results for c- and m-sieves are sum-

marised in Table 4 using the top 20 PCA components calculated using the covariance matrix

from DC baseline ignoring data. The best result is 44.6% correct.

These results suggest that when using sieves to extract visual speech features it is the dark
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c-sieve m-sieve

T S I N I N

1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

5 26.2 36.2 24.6 34.6 21.9 38.1 18.5 36.2

sh 7 24.2 36.6 28.5 34.6 27.3 40.8 25.8 41.2

9 30.8 37.7 30.8 39.2 27.3 38.9 28.5 40.8

5 24.6 36.5 22.3 40.0 18.9 31.9 21.9 33.1

a 7 27.3 36.5 26.9 36.2 24.2 30.8 20.4 33.1

9 32.7 44.6 30.0 41.5 26.5 33.4 25.8 35.8

5 24.6 36.5 22.3 40.0 19.6 36.2 20.8 35.8✮ a ✮ 7 27.3 36.5 26.9 36.2 28.1 36.9 25.8 38.9

9 32.7 44.6 30.0 41.5 30.0 40.8 28.1 39.6

5 17.7 34.2 13.1 31.9 18.1 31.9 19.6 29.6

a2 7 23.1 34.6 21.2 34.6 20.0 32.6 21.5 30.4

9 21.5 37.3 27.7 28.4 23.4 31.5 21.2 30.8

Table 4: Shows how varying the HMM parameters: number of states, S, and Gaus-

sian mixtures (1 or 3) affect recognition accuracy, %, for interpolated, I, and non-

interpolated, N, data for both c-sieve and m-sieves for all scale-histogram types, T.

image regions that capture most information. In practice, if lighting conditions were such that

the mouth cavity was brighter than the face this would no longer capture the same information.

This might occur if there is direct light into the mouth. Features derived using bipolar recursive

median sieves have similar performance and might be expected to be more robust to different

skin tone and lighting conditions.

5.2 Audio-visual recognition

Lipreading is not a goal in itself rather it can be used to improve the reliability of audio-visual

speechreading. To get some intuition on how lipreading might improve speechreading the

audio signal is degraded by adding white noise. This increases the error rate for audio speech

recognition and the aim of the experiment is to use the video stream to reduce the error rate

again. A first strategy for integrating the audio and video streams is to linearly combine the

probabilities output by each recogniser, so that we recognise word w ❂ where

w ❂ ✞ argmax
i ❃ 1 ✵ 2 ✵❅❄❆❄❅❄❇✵V ✫ αL ☎ wi ✮ A ✝ ✜ ☎ 1 ☞ α ✝ L ☎ wi ✮V ✝❈✰ (33)
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where L ☎ wi ✮ A ✝ and L ☎ wi ✮ v ✝ are the respective log-likelihoods of the i’th word from the audio

and video recognisers and α is a weighting factor.

Several approaches may be used for deriving the value of α; we have used a confidence

measure based on the uncertainty of the audio recogniser about a word at a given signal to

noise ratio (SNR). Let HA ☎ X ✮ Y ✝ be the average uncertainty of the audio recogniser about the

input word X given knowledge of the output word Y and let HA ☎ X ✮ Y ✝ max be the maximum

uncertainty (log2v). Then α is defined as,

α ✞ 1 ☞ HA ☎ X ✮ Y ✝
HA ☎ X ✮ Y ✝ max

(34)

Previous results [30] suggest that using this estimate of α gives results that are close to those

obtained using an exhaustive search to find the best possible value of α at each SNR.

Figure 14(a) plots recognition accuracy over a range of SNR’s. Spectrum subtraction [11]

is used to improve the audio-only results and as the noise level increases the benefit of adding

the best ASM visual recognition can be seen.

Figure 14(b) plots the same using the best AAM visual information and Figure 14(c) like-

wise for the best MSA results. A comparison between ASM, AAM and MSA is shown in

Figure 14(d). The results obtained using AAM and MSA are remarkably similar. Other, more

elaborate, schemes for combining the audio and video streams have been investigated [82] but

our concern here is to investigate the performance of the visual features and so we have used a

very simple technique.

6 Discussion

It seems fair to say that the development of features for lipreading is currently at about the

same stage as the development of features for automatic speech recognition (ASR) was in the

early 1980’s. At that time, features for ASR were generally either derived from a model-based

approach, linear prediction [2], or a data-driven approach using the short-term spectrum of the

speech signal [31]. It was not until the mid-1980’s that mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
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Figure 14: (a to c) Late integration results for all methods. (d) Direct comparison

of the audio-visual speechreading methods.

(MFCC’s) [32], which can be derived from both approaches, emerged as clearly superior and

were adopted almost universally by the speech recognition community. Since then, there have

been some refinements and extensions [37] to the use of MFCC’s in ASR, but they have re-

mained the feature of choice.

In this work, we have compared some approaches for extracting features for lipreading. The

first important finding is that by including gray-level appearance information AAM’s achieve

better recognition rates than ASM’s that use shape information alone. AAM’s are also found to

have advantages for handling textures [25] and interpreting facial images [35]. It is, perhaps,

interesting to note that in a completely different context line drawings (c.f. ASM’s) are widely

used to illustrate hand signing for the deaf and photographs with full gray-level information

(c.f. AAM’s) are more usually used to teach facial expressions.

The second finding is that comparable recognition rates are achieved with the MSA ap-
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proach. The sieves used here are emerging as a useful way to extract patterns from signals

and images [47, 64] (note: the MSA used here is typically faster than a finite Fourier trans-

form). Sieves are based on connected-level-sets and so differ from those mathematical mor-

phology based systems first proposed for analysing images (granulometries) for textures [59]

and shapes [72]. Granulometries reflect the match between the underlying image and multi-

ple scale structuring elements and we are not aware of evidence that these discriminate shapes

more effectively than other methods.

There is scope to improve both methods. For example, the use of a predictive temporal

tracking framework can be expected to reduce shape model tracking errors [34, 49] and MSA

should be improved with lip tracking to better identify the mouth area and correct for image

scale. We have not quantified how robust any of these methods are to variation in lighting, pose,

angle etc. and this should now be investigated. However, experience demonstrating a small

vocabulary, real-time speechreading system, using MSA on an SGI O2 workstation, under

varying lighting conditions suggests that lighting is less of a problem than pose.

Perhaps the most significant observation made during these experiments is illustrated in Ta-

ble 5. It appears that, although features obtained by MSA and AAM’s yield similar recognition

rates, they fail in different ways. This suggests that it might be possible to construct a system

that exploits the benefits of both, which is a similar data-fusion problem to that of audio-visual

integration.

MSA

correct incorrect
AAM total

correct 62 47 109 (41.9%)
AAM

incorrect 54 97 151

MSA total 116 (44.6%) 144 260

Table 5: Table comparing the numbers of correctly and incorrectly recognised ut-

terances for the best MSA and AAM recognisers. Note that many utterances are

correctly recognised by one, but not the other method.

The motivation for lipreading lies in the contribution that it, and systems for recognising

other gestures, can make to the process of reliably communicating naturally with a computer.

For this, we have combined audio with visual speech recognition. Section 5.2 shows that speech
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recognition accuracy is significantly improved when a noisy audio signal is augmented with vi-

sual information, even if the audio signal has already been enhanced using noise cancellation.

The results stand comparison with those from the classical work on the importance of visual

clues for human recognition [68]. Further experiments using alternative noise sources, particu-

larly the ‘babble’ of irrelevant talkers in the background, might show still better improvements

as the visual information cues the audio. The potential gains of multi-modal speech recogni-

tion extend further than simply improving recognition accuracy. Summerfield [81] notes that

the other benefits of vision to speech include the ability to identify talker, find their location

and determine to whom they are speaking. Such information is clearly useful for a truly easy

to use, intelligent man-machine interface.
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